LIVE MASTERCLASS

FAST-TRACKED

FREELANCING
Plan, launch, & grow a profitable freelance
business in one weekend - even if you have
no experience, no clients or no confidence!

2-Day Schedule

Planning Your Business

Masterclass Day
Saturday 15th August, 12pm-4pm

Welcome

12pm-12.20pm
y Setting the scene
y The 100k freelancer manifesto

What Does Success Look Like to You?

------ BREAK - 2.50pm-2.55pm ------

12.20pm- 12.50pm

y How much do you want to earn?
y Calculating quarterly & monthly financial targets

Who Do You Want to Help?
12.50pm-1.50pm

y Understanding the process
y Choosing the perfect niche - passion + profit + potential

------ BREAK - 1.15pm-1.20pm -----Workshop - identifying your dream client

What Problem Do You Solve?

1.50pm-2.50pm

y Understanding what good clients want
y Playing detective: uncovering what they need

Workshop - writing magnetic marketing copy

How to Double Your Rates in 90-Days

2.55pm-3.15pm
y
y
y
y

Pricing traps to avoid
Project-based vs. retainer-based pricing
Pricing sweet spot - cost vs. value
Increasing your rates as you grow

Getting Ready to Launch
3.15pm-3.45pm

y Crafting an irresistible launch offer
y Creating a simple sales page that converts
y Qualifying leads on auto-pilot

Action Points for Day 1
Live Q&A - 3.45pm-4pm
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Running Your Business

Masterclass Day
Sunday 16th August, 12pm-4pm

Welcome - 12pm-12.20pm
y Interactive session & feedback from day 1

The Action-Focused Marketing Plan

12.10pm-1.40pm

Your First Three Niche Clients
y A clever cold outreach hack that works
y Covid-proof networking for introverts
y Leveraging social media

Generating Leads on Auto-Pilot
y Setting up an automated marketing system
y How to create content that turns readers into leads
y How to turn email leads into paying clients

Workshop - Create a 90-Day Marketing Plan

------ BREAK - 1.40pm-1.50pm ------

How to Close Over 60% of Your Discovery Calls

1.50pm-2.40pm

y The pitch deck that qualifies leads
y The perfect sales call script
y How to write a proposal that converts at 80%

How to Run Your Business In 10hrs a Week, or Less

2.40pm-3.30pm
y
y
y
y

Automating client onboarding
Managing your finances
Organising client fulfilment
Outsourcing your workload

Action Points for Day 2
Live Q&A- 3.30pm-4pm
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MEET YOUR COACH
My name’s Alexis, and I’m on a mission to help 10,000 new freelancers start
a profitable business this year - fast-tracking you through the awkward
growing pains, straight to a successful six-figure freelance career!
Freelancing is incredibly rewarding - you can set your own hours, work from
anywhere in the world, and, in theory, have unlimited earning potential.
But it’s also very easy to get wrong - and I learned that the hard way.
I left my job with dreams of being my own boss, working on projects I loved,
and exploring the world. But 3-years on I was still sat at home, working 14-hour
days with clients I hated, and barely making ends meet.
Then, through one chance encounter, I transformed my business overnight.
Fast-forward another 3-years, and I now own a profitable agency with a team of
35, which I run in less than 10hrs a week whilst travelling the world full-time.
So, what happened?
In short, I started running my struggling freelance gig like a successful
business. And now I want to show you exactly how I did it, so you can avoid my
costly mistakes and replace your income in 6-months or less!
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The Fast-Tracked Freelancing Masterclass is bought to you by:

Our mission at Beyond the Office is to inspire
ambitious, passionate, freelancers, and business
owners to design a life of their choosing by showing
you how to earn more , while working less.

WiFi Tribe is an invite-only community of downto-earth creatives and entrepreneurs that travel
the world together, co-living in small groups of 1520, spending a month at a time in a different city.

If you’re ready to experience true location
independence by taking your business Beyond the
Office, but you’d like to skip the awkward growing
pains and jump straight to the good stuff, join our
free, members-only community.

We invite passionate, wild, and free, remote
professionals from all over the world to join our
community. If you’re easy-going, excited about
adventure, and love being around people that
inspire you, we welcome you to apply.
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